Seem 2 LED Asymmetric
FSM2ALS-SM | Surface Mount

BEFORE YOU BEGIN

• Luminaires must be installed by a qualified electrician (check with local and national codes for proper installation).
• To prevent electrical shock, disconnect electrical supply before installation or servicing.
• Contractor is responsible for adequately reinforcing walls and/or ceilings to support fixture weight.
• Focal Point, LLC accepts no responsibility for inadequately reinforced walls and/or ceilings.
• The information contained in this drawing is the sole property of Focal Point, LLC. Any reproduction in part or whole without the written permission of Focal Point, LLC is prohibited.

INSTRUCTION KEY

ATTENTION

SEE ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS

POWER OFF

POWER ON

FOCAL POINT

U - Individual Unit

E - End Of Run

S - Start of Run

I - Intermediate

PARTS LIST

SHIPPED IN HARDWARE BAG

Reflector Screw (72010)
(8-18 X 1/4 Self Tapping Screw)

Lens Tool (A09240)
(Affixed To Housing. One Per Run)

SHIPPED INSTALLED

Joiner Bracket Assembly (72010)

Joiner Bracket (A15355-01)

Lens End Piece (A09240)
(A11624-01)

CONFIGURATIONS ARE RUN SPECIFIC, CONSULT FACTORY DRAWINGS BEFORE BEGINNING INSTALLATION.

MOUNTING

FEED LOCATION IS ALWAYS CENTERED IN HOUSING, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE 2' HOUSING. USE SINGLE DEVICE COVER OR SINGLE GANG HANDY BOX AND MOUNTING HARDWARE (BY OTHERS)
INDIVIDUAL UNITS FOLLOW STEPS 1, 2, 3, 6, 7a, 8 & 9

1

AVOID ALL CONTACT WITH LED SURFACE, LEDS ARE EASILY DAMAGED!

2

SECURE HOUSING TO STRUCTURE ABOVE. (HARDWARE BY OTHERS.)

3

MAKE ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

4

SECURE REFLECTOR TO HOUSING (4 SCREWS PER REFLECTOR)

5

AVOID ALL CONTACT WITH LED SURFACE, LEDS ARE EASILY DAMAGED!

6

ADJUST IF NEEDED

7a

7b

REFERENCE INSTRUCTIONS ON INCLUDED TOOL FOR LENS INSTALLATION.

7c

EMERGENCY

SEE BATTERY MANUFACTURER INSTRUCTIONS

EMERGENCY MAXIMUM MOUNTING HEIGHT: 19.08'
AVOID ALL CONTACT WITH LED SURFACE. LEDs ARE EASILY DAMAGED!